
Smart Wireless Battery Charging With 

Charge Monitor  

  

Introduction 

The project is a device to transfer power wirelessly instead of using 
conventional copper cables and current carrying wires and also 
measure battery charge. It also charges the battery using wireless 
power transfer concept till it reaches 100% capacity. The concept of 
wireless power transfer was introduced by Nikolas Tesla. This power 
is made to be transferred within a small range only for example 
charging rechargeable batteries etc. For demonstration purposes we 
have a battery that operates by using wireless power. This requires 
an electronic circuit for conversion of AC 230V 50Hz to AC 12V, high 
frequency and this is then fed to a primary coil of an air core 
transformer.  

         The secondary coil of the transformer develops 12V high 
frequency. The system also measures the charge in the battery and 
charges it until it reaches a 00% capacity. For this purpose we use an 
AVR family microcontroller that constantly measures battery charges 
and charges battery automatically until it reaches 100% capacity and 
stops charging the battery as soon as the charge reaches 100%. 
Therefore by this way the power gets transferred through primary 
coil to secondary coil that are separated by certain distance around 
4cm. The range may be increased by increasing coil size accordingly. 
Here the primary coil acts as transmitter and secondary coil receives 
the power to run a load.  

       This project can be used to charge batteries of a various devices 
and applications such as battery charged scooters and vehicles 
without plugging in as well as measure their charge. 



 

Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Component 

Hardware Specifications 

  

  Microcontroller 

 Transformer 

 Regulator 

 LCD Display 

 Battery 12V 

 

 

Software Specifications  

 Compiler 



 MC Programming Language: C 

 

Advantages 

 Safer way to transfer power to your phone. 

 Simple to just drop your phone on the charging pad. 

 Puts less strain on the charging port of your phone. 

 Wireless charging pads being installed in various places around 

the world, if you run out of juice and don't have a cable you can 

still charge your phone. 

 

 

 

 

 


